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Didier MASSARD
Born September 4, 1953 in Paris

Factory, 70 x 100 cm

"The Sunken Cathedral“, C-Print, 120 x 96 cm
Didier Massard designs and builds miniature sets entirely designed and
photographed in the studio. Director of illusion, this artist takes us to the
timeless scene inspired particularly of German Romanticism or images dreamed
by him. His photos are present in many private and public collections.

Tony SOULIE
Born in Paris in 1955

"New York", mixed media on photo, 60 x 80 cm

Photographer, painter, sculptor, French engraver, Tony Soulié is a major
contemporary artist. Since 1976, he traveled around the world: USA, Chile,
Ghana, South Korea, Australia... He creates photographs and gives them that
inimitable patina, which is his trademark, adding bright colors, giving them and a
double resonance, a poetic depth coupled with a unique aesthetic, on the border
between photography and painting.

Gottfried SALZMANN
Born in Saalfelden (Austria) in 1943

"New York", watercolor on paper, 30 x 24 cm
Exceptional watercolorist, he bursts into the poetry of
transformes. He also seeks interaction with the
photography, acrylic and oil painting. He exhibits
international galleries in Europe, Japan, USA... Many
devoted to his work in French, German, English.

the cities he paints and
drawing, printmaking,
since 1968 in major
publications have been

Alejandro QUINCOCES
Born in Bilbao (Spain) in 1951

"Luz y rosa violeta in Chicago", Oil on wood, 100 x 100 cm
Urban landscapes, cities, factories, highways he fixes on the canvas, subtract a
moment of everyday reality to the constant flow of time. The superposition of
firm layers and material effects highlight subtle vibrations. It is a mature work,
strong, which plays on the tension between abstraction and referential painting.
He has received numerous awards and his work is in many collections.

Gabriel SCHMITZ
Born in Dortmund (Germany) in 1970

" Walking and falling", oil on canvas, 120 x 120 cm

In his studio, take heart and soul the characters that are both exotic by their
physical but close and contemporary by the expressiveness of feelings that give
them life. His silent faces subtly speak of a search for the truth to be. He exhibits
regularly in Europe since 1991.
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